FORGED BY

HAND.
ILLUMINATED BY

TOUCH.
What happens when you combine a 6,000 year-old art
with leading edge, touch-sensitive technology?
Introducing the Hubbardton Forge line by Legrand,
as part of the adorne® collection. Six lustrous metal
plates, forged by fire to make adorne’s simply elegant
switches and outlets a perfect match with Hubbardton
Forge’s rich array of metal textures and finishes. It’s a
partnership forged in the fires of creativity and passion.

EVERY
MASTERPIECE

DESERVES
A WALL.
Never before have light and switch been so
masterfully made for each other. Borne from
nearly 2,000 degree heat, impurities are
driven from the steel resulting in a stunning
textural expression — each as unique as a
fingerprint, and finished to a perfect match.

SELECT YOUR HOME’S

DAZZLING

FINISH.
Switches and outlets are no longer an afterthought
for the masterpiece that is your home. Choose your
stunning Hubbardton Forge fixtures, then add the
ultimate final touch. Select from six sumptuous options
in the new Hubbardton Forge line by Legrand.

Mahogany
The first of four translucent finishes, a
richly tinted clear coat, offers a window
into the metal beneath, telling the whole
story of its journey through the forge.

Dark Smoke
This translucent finish lends a lavishly
dusky patina while allowing the natural textural nuances of the steel to
have the starring role.

Black

Burnished Steel

An opaque finish coats this plate’s
rich textural profile in a color that
is clean, crisp, and a classic design
standard.

A gorgeous translucent finish
accentuates and elevates the
metal’s natural color resulting
in a stunning presentation.

Natural Iron
Like black, this plate’s opaque finish
shows off the metal’s one-of-a-kind,
forge-borne texture underneath a
sumptuous silvery finish.

Variations in finish appearance are a normal and desired result of the process rendering each piece an individual and unique work of art.

Bronze
A warm translucent sheen shows
off the steel’s original finish while
drawing out a classically colorful hue.
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designed to be better.™
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To learn more about the Hubbardton Forge line by Legrand,
visit adornemyhome.com.

